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ABSTRACT

In this study genome differences between three types of the grass *Monocymbium cerestiforme* collected at different locations in South Africa were investigated. For identification and characterization of genome differences, PCR amplification of the ITS region with specific DNA primers designed to amplify the ITS region and Representational Difference Analysis (RDA), which is a rather new subtractive DNA technology for plants, were used. Although PCR products could be amplified with the ITS technique, these products were identified by bio-informatics tools to be of fungal origin possibly due to infestation of seed material with typical grass pathogens. By executing RDA on genomic DNA isolated from grass flowers and application of several rounds of DNA subtraction and kinetic enrichment by PCR reaction, several subtraction products derived from genomic DNA of individual types of grasses were identified and characterized. This included a subtraction product with homology to a highly repetitive maize retro-transposon and a second sequence, called DP510, with homology in part of the sequence to *Bacillus* DNA. Sequence analysis using bio-informatics tools further revealed that DP510 also had homology to genomic *Arabidopsis thaliana* DNA. However, by applying PCR amplification using DNA primers designed to amplify the individual subtraction products, none of the subtraction products was unique to one of the individual grass genomes but was able to identify several variants of DP510. Although experiments were carried out to demonstrate that DP510 has not derived from bacterial contamination of grass DNA, hybridization of labeled DP510 to isolated genomic DNA resulted only in a very weak signal. But, no experiments were carried out for hybridization of bacillus DNA with DP510 by Southern blotting technique. Consequently, there is still a lack of clear indication that DP510 is part of the grass genome.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Molecular tools are increasingly applied for the characterization of plant genomes. Aim of this study was to characterize the genome of the inland grass species *Monocymbium ceresiiforme* occurring in South Africa at different locations with diverse environmental conditions. In particular, the RDA technique has been applied in this study with the objectives (i) to evaluate the potential of the RDA technique for genome characterization and (ii) to identify and characterize possible variations on the genomic level from the grass collected at different locations in South Africa without having any morphological differences, despite growing under different environmental conditions.
Chapter 1 presents a short overview about our current knowledge of the composition of the plant genome including grasses, how stresses can cause variation in the plant genome and where such variation can occur in the genome. This chapter also focuses on the techniques that are widely applied to identify genome variation. Finally, a short introduction is given in this chapter regarding the characteristics of the grass species used in this study. In Chapter 2 the experimental procedures that have been applied in this study are outlined. Chapter 3 outlines the results of the different genomic DNA isolation techniques applied to obtain genomic DNA of sufficient quality to carry out a PCR amplification of the ITS region of the different types of grasses investigated. This technique, previously applied by scientists to characterize genome variation in grasses was used as a general molecular technique to identify any advantages of the RDA technique for characterization of genome variations. Chapter 4 emphasizes on the application of the RDA technique for identification and cloning of putative DNA sequence differences after several rounds of subtractive hybridization and PCR amplification from the different types of grasses used in the study. In Chapter 5 the results obtained by analyzing the different subtraction products using DNA sequencing and bio-informatics tools for sequence alignments and identification of DNA sequence homologies with known sequence data available in DNA sequence databases are outlined. Chapter 6 outlines results obtained from PCR amplification of Bacillus DNA sequences and staining techniques for detection of bacterial endophytes in seed extracts to determine possible cross-contamination of grass genomic DNA with bacterial DNA. Chapter 7 finally outlines the achievements made and also problems experienced in this study regarding the extension of the RDA technique to a further plant species, the identification of repetitive DNA in the grass and the detection of DNA sequences in the plant genome with homology to maize and Bacillus DNA. This chapter also outlines perspectives for future research activities. Finally relevant references listed in this study are listed in References and in the Annexure details about the composition of buffers, solutions, and other chemicals used in this study are provided.
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The plant cell genomes and their characteristics \( (V = \text{Vacuole}) \).
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Figure 1.4
General structure of a retro-element (TY1-copia retro-transposon) with long terminal repeats (LTR) in direct orientation at each end. Within the LTRs are U3, R and U5 regions that contain signals for initiation and termination of transcription. Also showing the unique gene order within two open reading frames encoding for a capsid-like proteins (CP); Protease (PR); Integrase (INT); Reverse transcriptase (RT); and RNAase H. Other sequences featured are PBS (primer binding sites), PPT (polypurine tracts), NA (nucleic acid binding moiety) (after Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999).

Figure 1.5
A summary of the qualitative characteristics of DNA based techniques to detect genome variation in plants. Cost = financial requirements to prepare a laboratory work and obtain results. Development time = time required to develop genetic assays that depend on the availability of primers. Precision = diversity present within a sample. (Adapted from O’Hanlon et al., 2000).

Figure 1.6
Figure 1.7
Comparative patterns of some DNA based techniques used to detect genome variation in plants. (A) represents an example of a RFLP obtained from five different and unrelated, inbred maize lines digested with EcoRI (five tracks on the left) or HindIII (five tracks on the right) and probed with a $^{32}$P- labeled single copy maize sequence (Karp et al., 1996). (B) shows some RAPD patterns obtained from two near isogenic lines of maize amplified with one of eight operon primers (Karp et al., 1996). (C) represents a typical AFLP profile obtained from different breeding lines of sugar beet amplified with a $^{33}$P-labeled (PstI) primer and a non-labeled (MseI) primer (Karp et al., 1996). (D) shows an example of SSRs profile obtained from different inbred lines of sunflower using a single $^{33}$P-labeled micro-satellite primer pair (Karp et al., 1996).

Figure 1.8
Different steps involved in representational difference analysis. (—) represents adaptor sequence; (—) represents tester DNA and (═) represents driver DNA.

Figure 1.9
A summary of some DNA based techniques used so far to characterize grass genome variation.

Figure 1.10
Vegetative parts of Monocymbium cereiiforme.

Figure 1.11
Monocymbium cereiiforme distribution map in South Africa (National Botanical Institute).

Figure 3.1
Different parts of the inland grass Monocymbium cereiiforme. The vegetative parts shown are: the flower part (A), the Emerging leaf of the grass (B) and the grass seed (C).
Figure 3.2
Isolated genomic DNA from grasses collected at three different locations, visualized on a 1% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. In (A) and (B) lane M represents molecular weight marker III (Roche, Switzerland), while lanes 1 and 2 represent λ DNA of 125 ng and 250 ng respectively. In (A) lane 3 represents 500 ng of λ DNA. (A) Degraded genomic DNA isolated from the leaves and stems indicated by a smear (lanes 4-6). Lane 4 represents DNA isolated from SG grass, lane 5 represents DNA isolated from DG grass, and lane 6 represents DNA isolated from HG grass. (B) Non-degraded genomic DNA isolated from the flowers shown as a high molecular weight band (lanes 3-5). Lane 3 represents DNA isolated from SG grass, lane 4 represents DNA isolated from DG grass, and lane 5 represents DNA isolated from HG grass.

Figure 3.3
The ITS region amplified from genomic DNA of the grasses collected at three different areas visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lane M represents molecular weight marker III (Roche, Switzerland). Lane 1 represents the ITS amplified product from the SG grass genomic DNA. Lane 2 represents the ITS amplified product from the DG grass genomic DNA. Lane 3 represents the ITS amplified product from the HG grass genomic DNA. The size of the amplification product (532 bp) is indicated with an arrow.

Figure 3.4
Sequence data of ITS region amplified from genomic DNA of SG grass. ITS1 primer and ITS4 used for amplification (Table A.7) are underlined.

Figure 4.1
Digestion of genomic DNA isolated from Monocymbium collected from three different areas with restriction enzyme HindIII (A) and amplicons obtained from genomic DNA after adaptor ligation and amplification with adaptor pair RHind 12 and 24 (B), visualized on an agarose gel after staining with ethidium bromide.
Lane M (A and B) represents a 100 bp ladder (Roche, Switzerland) lane 1 represents (A) SG genomic DNA and (B) amplicon, lane 2 represents (A) HG genomic DNA and (B) amplicon, lane 3 represents (A) DG genomic DNA and (B) amplicon, and lane 4 (A and B) represents 2 μg herring sperm DNA for DNA quantification.

Figure 4.2
First subtraction products (SP1) of Monocymbium ceresiforme genomic DNA representations visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland). Lanes 1 and 2 represent the subtraction product resulting from the subtraction of SG and DG grass representations, where SG grass representation was used as tester and DG grass representation as driver (lane 1), and DG grass representation was used as tester and SG grass representation as driver (lane 2). Lanes 3 and 4 represent the resulting products from the subtraction of DG and HG grass representations, where the HG grass representation was used as tester and DG grass representation as driver (lane 3), and DG grass representation was used as tester and HG grass representation as driver (lane 4).

Figure 4.3
Second subtraction products (SP2) of Monocymbium ceresiforme genomic DNA representations at a 150:1 driver to tester ratio, visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lanes 1 and 2 represent the resulting subtraction products from the subtraction of the DG grass representation and the SG grass representation, where the DG grass representation was used as driver and the SG grass representation as tester (lane 1), and DG grass representation was used as tester and the SG grass representation used as driver (lane 2). Lanes 3 and 4 represent the reciprocal subtraction of DG grass representation and HG grass representation, where the HG grass representation was used as tester and the DG grass representation was used as driver (lane 3), and the DG grass representation was used as tester and the HG grass representation was used as driver (lane 4). Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland).
Third subtraction products (SP3) of *Monocymbium ceresiforme* genomic DNA representations at a 1500:1 driver to tester ratio, visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lanes 1 and 2 represent the resulting products from the hybridization of the DG grass representation and the SG grass representation where the DG grass representation was used as driver and the SG grass representation as tester (lane 1), and DG grass representation was used as tester and the SG grass representation used as driver (lane 2). Lanes 3 and 4 represent the hybridization between the DG grass representation and HG grass representation, where the HG grass representation was used as tester and the DG grass representation was used as driver (lane 3), and the DG grass representation was used as tester and the HG grass representation was used as driver (lane 4). Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland).

Fourth round subtraction products (SP4) of *Monocymbium ceresiforme* genomic DNA representations at a 200000:1 driver to tester ratio, visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide, where the third subtraction products were either digested with *MseI* (A), or were undigested with *MseI* (B) before amplification. In both (A) and (B), lanes 1 and 2 represent the subtraction of DG grass representation with the SG grass representation, where the DG grass representation was used as driver and the SG grass representation as tester (lane 1), and the SG grass representation was used as driver and the DG grass representation as tester (lane 2). In both (A) and (B) lanes 3 and 4 represent the subtraction of DG grass representation and HG grass representation where the HG grass representation was used as tester and the DG grass was used as driver (lane 3), and reciprocally in lane 4 the DG grass representation was used as tester and the HG grass representation was used as driver. Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland). Lane 5 (B) represents 2 µg of herring sperm DNA for DNA quantification.

Fifth round subtraction products (SP5) of *Monocymbium ceresiforme* genomic DNA representations at a 200000:1 driver to tester ratio, visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide, where the third subtraction products were either digested with *MseI* (A), or were undigested with *MseI* (B) before amplification. In both (A) and (B), lanes 1 and 2 represent the subtraction of DG grass representation with the SG grass representation, where the DG grass representation was used as driver and the SG grass representation as tester (lane 1), and the SG grass representation was used as driver and the DG grass representation as tester (lane 2). In both (A) and (B) lanes 3 and 4 represent the subtraction of DG grass representation and HG grass representation where the HG grass representation was used as tester and the DG grass was used as driver (lane 3), and reciprocally in lane 4 the DG grass representation was used as tester and the HG grass representation was used as driver. Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland). Lane 5 (B) represents 2 µg of herring sperm DNA for DNA quantification.
representations at a 2000000:1 driver to tester ratio, visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lanes 1 and 2 represent the subtraction of the DG grass representation and the SG grass representation where the DG grass representation was used as driver and the SG grass representation as tester (lane 1), and the DG grass representation was used as tester and the SG grass representation as driver (lane 2). Lanes 3 and 4 represent the subtraction of the DG grass representation and the HG grass representation, where the HG grass representation was used as tester and the DG grass representation as driver (lane 3), and the DG grass representation was used as tester and the HG grass representation as driver (lane 4). Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland).

**Figure 5.1**
Screening of plasmid vector pMosBlue for insertion of subtraction product obtained after two rounds of subtractive hybridization with Monocymbium ceresiiforme representations. Lanes 1-5 represent respectively fragments S3cl2, S3cl12, S3cl18, S4cl27, and S4cl39. Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland).

**Figure 5.2**
Nucleotide sequence of the subtraction product S3cl2 indicating the sequences used as primers for amplification of SG, DG, HG grass genomic DNAs (underlined).

**Figure 5.3**
Subtraction product S3cl2 sequence (A) and Zea mays line LH82 transposon Ins2 sequence (B).

**Figure 5.4**
PCR amplification of grass genomic DNA at 55°C with primers S3cl2L and S3cl2R visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lanes 1, 2, and 3 represent the amplification products from SG, DG, and HG grass genomic DNA respectively.
Lane 4 represents herring sperm DNA. Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland).

Figure 5.5
Sequence alignment of the isolated subtraction product S3cl2 and the PCR amplification products clones D22, D25, S40, S45, and H36 showing consensus sequence, with red indicates 100% similarity, 75% similarity in blue and 50% similarity in black. All black dots (*) showed the regions with no similarities. Empty spaces indicate base pairs deletions.

Figure 5.6
Sequence alignment of the five sequences obtained as subtraction products after five rounds of subtractive hybridization by using representation DNA from SG grass as tester and representation DNA from DG grass as driver. Nucleotide changes are indicated in bold, and nucleotide deletions with a dash (-).

Figure 5.7
Sequence analysis of DP510 (A, B, C, and D). Identified hyper-variable DNA region indicated in green. Perfect homology to Arabidopsis sequence indicated in pink. Partial homology to Arabidopsis genomic DNA indicated in red. Significant homology to Bacillus DNA indicated in blue. E-value-14 was deemed as a lower significant homology.

Figure 5.8
Hybridization of first subtraction products (A); second subtraction products (B); third subtraction products (C); fourth subtraction products (D) and fifth subtraction products (E) with labeled DP510 fragment. Lanes 1 and 2 represent the subtraction of SG and DG grass representations, where the SG grass representation was either used as tester (lane 1) or the DG grass representation was used as tester (lane 2). Lanes 3 and 4 represent the subtraction of HG and the DG grass representations, where the HG grass representation
was either used as tester (lane 3) or the DG grass representation was used as tester (lane 4).

**Figure 5.9**

Copy number determination in Southern-blotting of *EcoRI*-digested genomic DNA from DG, HG, and SG grass with labeled DP510. DG, HG, and SG represent genomic DNA from the three types of grass. Reference bands indicate the intensity of 100 and 1000 copies of DP510 (top two rows).

**Figure 5.10**

Sequence of DP510, indicating the sequences used as primers for amplification of SG grass genomic DNA (underlined).

**Figure 5.11**

Colony blot of *E. coli* colonies carrying cloned DP510 amplification products from genomic DNA of SG grass and using labeled DP510 as a probe for hybridization. Colonies Bh31, Bh48, and Bh79 gave the lowest hybridization signal, which were used for further characterization.

**Figure 5.12**

Sequence alignment of difference products obtained after fifth round of subtractive hybridisation (DP56, DP57, DP58, DP59, and DP510), with amplified and selected DNA fragments from SG grass genomic DNA using primers Bhal5A and Bhal3A designed from DP510 (Bh31, Bh48, and Bh79). Detected nucleotide differences are indicated in bold.

**Figure 5.13**

Sequence of DP510 with primers Bhal5R and Bhal3L (underlined) designed to amplify an internal segment of sequence in grass genomic DNA.
Amplification products of grass genomic DNA amplified with primers designed from internal part of DP510 visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lane 1 represents the amplified fragment from DG grass genomic DNA; lane 2 the amplified fragment from SG grass genomic DNA and lane 3 represents the amplified fragment from HG grass genomic DNA. Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland).

Sequence data of the amplified fragments obtained after amplification of genomic DNA with primers designed for amplification of the internal part of DP510. Sequence of amplified fragments obtained from the SG grass, DG grass and HG grass genomic DNA are indicated by SG3, DG1, and HG4 respectively.

Amplification of Bacillus subtilis 16S rRNA region with specific primers designed for a region of the 16S rRNA region and products visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lane 1 represents amplification product from Bacillus subtilis DNA. Lanes 2, 3, 4 represent isolated DG, HG, SG grass genomic DNA derived from grass flowers. Lane 5 represents H2O control. Lane 6 represents genomic DNA isolated from a mixed bacterial culture derived from crashed SG seeds. Lane M represents 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland).

Amplification of DP510 fragment covering the region with homology to the Bacillus DNA from grass genomic DNAs and the Bacillus subtilis DNA visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Lane 1 represents genomic DNA from DG grass, lane 2 HG grass and lane 3 SG grass. Lane 4 represents H2O control without DNA addition and lane 5 represents amplification of the predicted 157 bp DP510 fragment from isolated Bacillus subtilis DNA.
Lane M represents a 100 bp DNA ladder (Roche, Switzerland).
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